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About This Game

A fantasy voyage through the great mythologies, Loki allows the player to take on the role of one of the four heroes of the
game, each drawn from a different mythology: a mighty Norse fighter, a fierce Greek warrior, a powerful Egyptian magician or

an Aztec shaman who masters the secrets of the spirit world.
Whatever hero the player adopts, he must come to the aid of the gods he worships. He will come to realize that behind the chaos

that is threatening his world lies Seth, the Egyptian god of darkness and evil, who has returned from the kingdom of the dead.
The hero must therefore undertake an epic journey across the various epochs and myths. He will fight a multitude of monsters

of all shapes and sizes, and even overthrow a few gods, on his way to preventing Seth establish his wicked reign.

An epic adventure across four great mythologies - Aztec, Egyptian, Greek and Norse - allowing the player to live
through many of the key episodes that mark these cultures (the siege of Troy, Ragnarok, ......) and setting him in the path
of the most prominent figures within each episode (Achilles, Thor, Akhenaton...)

Choose from four different heroes with radically different attributes and powers. Each hero has a vast array of spells and
skills to help him through his quest.

More than 100 monsters of all shapes and sizes.

Dare to take on mythological creatures that struck fear into the hearts of our ancestors (Fenrir the giant wolf, the
Minotaur in his labyrinth, ...)
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Innumerable story lines through random generation of decors and items, so that nobody lives the same experience and
allowing the game to be played many times without the hero ever having the same set of weapons, armour or spells.

Weapons, being made of two parts (loosely «handle» + «cutting edge») and from different materials, can be customised
at the village forge to change characteristics. Magic runes, found along the way, can multiply a weapon's power.
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Absolutely amazing game.

The art is really beautiful.
I've played it a couple of times and I love how I got a different outcome every time
Very interesting main character.. Great game with a very in depth story. Character development is well thought out as well.
Battles may be a little easy, with few being challenging, but the game is great nonetheless. Highly recommend.. If this game is
not being purchased for it's nostalgia, do not buy it. It doesn't hold up and is incredibly cumbersome to play by today's standards.
Honestly I don't know how this game could have done well back then either.. HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAAH
crap.. This game is pretty grindy, has low amount of content and the presentation is pretty basic. You make many small
decisions, which are leading to different results. You trade, earn money and micro management your way through the game.
The story is nothing spcial but good enough, just as the game mechanics. it's something you play when your brain shouldn't work
too much, but for me it was eappealing enough for a hangover day to play through.

6/10. Very addicting game to play!!!!. 8/10 would highly recommend, It was entertaining the whole way through and never felt
like I was bashing my head against a metal wall to make progress. But I also never felt overpowered or under powered during
my entire playthrough which is a hard balance to do. Depending on if you rush through the game or take your time it should take
you between 4 and 8 hours to complete and for 5 dollars it’s worth every minute.

To fully understand the meaning behind that ranking, we should first go into my experience with turn based RPG’s, which has
only been pokemon (if you could class it as a RPG) and Final Fantasy 8 which after about an hour I went ♥♥♥♥
this♥♥♥♥♥♥

So what was it that caused me to thoroughly enjoy this game?
Well unlike Final Fantasy 8 traveling in the over world doesn’t cause enemies to spawn what feels like every 10 seconds so
hunting every corner for loot and interactions becomes something enjoyable rather than a time consuming pain in the♥♥♥♥♥
however if you do want to get your old fashioned grind on, every dungeon section has frequent enemy encounters where you can
chose to fight or run for those of you enjoy turn based combat.

Secondly dialogue is a mixture of exposition and hilarious character interactions that keep the journey light hearted but serious
throughout the story which does manage to have some emotional moments. While traveling and picking up items your merry
band of fighters constantly banter between each other and not only does it feel natural but there plenty of callbacks to make
these conversations seem like they matter.

Speaking of merry band of fighters, each of the four fighters you play as has a distinct personality, first is the paladin Chael, a
rather straightforward character who’s focus on the conflict and acts as the straight man for most of the comedy since he’s
accompanied by a Magician called pontious who constantly gets stoned and is open to trying every drug he can get his hands on,
his smart♥♥♥♥♥attitude mixed with his strange perspective on things makes him an interesting character with fun banter. The
next companion you come across is a feisty female tracker called alexandria who comes out with some epic roasts, especially
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when she gets hit on, then finally we have treklen a rogue warlock that meshes perfectly with alexandria and pontius creating
more interesting dynamics between the group. The characters is what really makes this game entertaining and I can’t go into too
much detail into side characters because that would spoil all the jokes that can put you in tears of laughter.

After that info dump we’ll move onto art and sound design, now the sound design is done really well allowing for you to get
immersed, the music in every section fits the tone perfectly and has enough variety to not become dull or irritating, now when
you get to sound effects everything fits in just right so you’re unlikely to notice how well it’s done, from the sound of rain to
sound of a fake chest as it prepares to attack you and that is a sign of great sound design, because there is no uncanny valley that
takes you out of the experience.

Now onto the art aspect the over world is done in a well detailed and colorful 16 bit style with anime style character art being
used within dialogue boxes which are all visually pleasing, the only time this changes is in battle sequences where enemies seem
like ps2 enemy models which are serviceable for combat with some creatures like bosses and the eye of the beholder. I’m not
going to be harsh on this seeing as it was Crankage games first published game and it doesn’t affect the overall experience in any
meaningful way.

Now I could be here for another couple paragraphs talking about how crankage uses subversion of expectations and straight man
funny man routines but you’ve been reading enough as it is, just know this game will make you constantly laugh and you get to
earn a ounce of cocaine and meet an old man who took an arrow to the♥♥♥♥♥♥

It has the FairDinkumDave seal of approval, (my approval) and I highly recommend this game and you should at least give it a
try, I swear it’ll be worth every cent.. Bought this during the 2018 Winter Sale because it featured on Lazy Game Reviews on
Youtube.

For the price, it was a pretty good 3 hours of entertainment Not including the "secret" end game bonus chapter)

It's a point and click \/ puzzle game at heart (and not overly challenging).

The bugs other older reviews mentioned didn't occur when I played so it appears they have been fixed.. Love the first looks of
this alpha.. (31 July
UPDATE / July 31 hei.0.018.alpha)
If you are looking for a finished game then you better wait until the game reaches that stage.

For exosyphen studios fans... Robert made an awesome framework again! :-) Really wonder how this game will be at the end. So
far looking good!
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how did this game even made it on steam...... it is way to good for steam. If you are looking for a fun action game, that has a lot
of potential for becoming a great wave fighter, get this. Out of all wave defenders this is the best, even with only it's 4 weapons.
Though it can be repetitive, it's controls are well implemented, and has great visuals. I can see an amazing multiplayer coming
out of this, as well as a good single player with upgrades. I know these developers will take this game far, as they already have
put a lot of work into the little they have now. Think of it as an investment.. Honestly, I don't remember how this ended up in
my game library. Just don't do it.. good game best mac game, it was all goof for the amount of zombies I played till i had some
issues. The problem is every time I try to load ascention it crashes in the loading screen. It used to load just fine. so i
uninstalledand verified the files and they still didnt work. I payed for this game and one of the dlc I was wondering If this will
be fixed or if you know how I can fix it.. The perfect adventure game to play at the office. Game bought, installed, doesnt work.
0/5 as of right now.... The art is lovely! But the game itself is a huge NOPE, to quote the writing on the wall (in game) "what a
waste of time," I hope they try again with a better story and puzzles that make sense.. Damn good sim game. Really good for
Early Access. Art style is funny and looks great.. Question: How to unlock this unique achievement? No prompt after customs
clearance.
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